The success of an on demand e-business requires that business process, application, and information technology (IT) infrastructure integration merge into a comprehensive and cohesive architecture, where business process transformation drives serviceoriented development and on demand enterprise computing. This enabling architecture is often described as a service-oriented architecture (SOA) and is a prerequisite accelerator for on demand solutions. The primary focus of SOA has been on dynamic reconfiguration of services from defined business processes, and on developing business services based on Web services and, more recently, grid services. Current descriptions of SOA are less focused on overall IT infrastructure enablement, both from a business policy perspective and within the context of service-oriented development. In this paper, we extend the current thinking on SOA to include a more comprehensive integration of business process transformation and the enabling technologies of service-oriented development and policy-based IT management. We call this extension on demand SOA. We develop these concepts by using an existing scenario: a financial services sector ''Life Change'' business process scenario, which involves distributed and disjoint transactions as well as stateless high-performance computing (HPC) applications.
storage create an environment where accommodation of heterogeneity is fundamental to system development. The cumulative effects of decades of growth and evolution, encompassing multiple computing architectures, programming languages, and connectivity products, have produced the complexity that now challenges all IT organizations.
As the level of complexity continues to increase, traditional approaches are reaching their limits. Powerful new technologies such as Web services, 1 autonomic computing, 2 utility computing, 3 and grid services 4 provide partial answers, but the problem in many cases is the lack of a consistent architecture within which applications can be rapidly developed, integrated, and reused. SOA (service-oriented architecture) holds the promise of being the consistent architecture required for future development. In isolation, however, neither the application of these new technologies nor the use of the SOA approach, itself, provides a complete solution.
ON DEMAND SOA Much has been written about why SOA, Web services, autonomic computing, utility computing, and grid technologies and standards can be beneficial, but a holistic view, unconstrained by technology, is currently lacking. On demand SOA provides such a view, namely a distributed computing model infused with the building blocks of these new technologies. Taken separately, each provides significant benefits, but the integration of these technologies promises far greater impact and provides the foundation for on demand SOA.
To demonstrate on demand SOA, we use a real-life example of a business-to-business (B2B) process in which services are used to automate the processing of an electronic purchase order request (POR). Our buyer, Acme, Inc., is a large manufacturing company. Our supplier, Pens R Us, is a large stationery company. A contract already exists between the two parties. Acme, Inc. wants to use an electronic POR to buy 500 reams of paper from Pens R Us. The first step is to determine which services are required to fulfill the process. At one extreme POR may be viewed as a single service; at the other extreme the service granularity could be so fine that the POR might be constructed from multiple services. The choice is made by balancing quality of service (QoS) characteristics, ubiquitous service reuse, and reduction of complexity for service composition.
The supplier may choose to view the process as the following steps:
1. Supplier authenticates the purchaser. 2. Supplier looks up the buyer contract based on purchaser ID. 3. Purchaser browses the product catalog with negotiated prices from the contract. 4. Purchaser adds items to the shopping cart. 5. Purchaser checks out, providing payment description and delivery information. 6. Order information is sent to the fulfillment department. 7. Confirmation of order with expected delivery date is sent to the purchaser.
From such a process description, we can further list the software or application services that are required:
1. Login 2. Contract lookup 3. Catalog browsing with shopping cart and checkout 4. POR data creation (from login ID, contract ID, shopping cart data, and other information supplied by checkout) 5. Information delivery to fulfillment process 6. Message to purchaser to confirm order
The enablement of SOA with open standards, for example, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Extensible Markup Language (XML), Web Services Description Language (WSDL), and Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), among others, offers the ability to fulfill the promises and value propositions of SOA implementations. These open standards allow a service to be decoupled from the IT infrastructure. As long as vendor support for the standards exists across resources, the service composer need not be concerned with where the service will run-only with how to assemble flows between services. Additionally, dynamic service lookup means that service consumers need not be concerned with where underlying software resources exist on distributed, heterogeneous systems.
To achieve the promised benefits of SOA, one needs all of these technologies working together in a meaningful way to create what we define as on demand SOA. John Hagel has asserted that, ''Over time, distributed service architectures enabled by Web services technologies have the potential to become the dominant technology architecture for all business activities.'' 5 When we include autonomic computing, grid services, and Web services, this vision becomes a reality, and we have on demand SOA.
Benefits of on demand SOA
The key benefit of on demand SOA is allowing business processes to be responsive with a high degree of flexibility. In turn, for business processes to be responsive, a high degree of automation and & The key benefit of on demand SOA is allowing business processes to be responsive with a high degree of flexibility & adaptability must be enabled with the underlying IT application and technical architectures. Organizations that adopt an on demand SOA will realize several benefits:
Leveraging of existing assets-Using a suitable SOA framework, a business service can be constructed as an aggregation of existing components and made available to the enterprise. Using this new service only requires knowing its interface and name. The service's internal details are hidden from the outside world, as is the complexity of the data flow through the components that make up the service. This component anonymity allows organizations to leverage current investments, constructing services from a conglomeration of components built on different machines, running different operating systems, and developed in different programming languages. Legacy systems can be encapsulated and accessed through Web services interfaces.
Commoditization of infrastructure-Infrastructure development and deployment will become more consistent across different enterprise applications. Existing components, newly developed components, and components purchased from vendors can be consolidated within a well-defined SOA framework. Such aggregations of components will be deployed as services on the existing infrastructure, resulting in the underlying infrastructure becoming essentially a commodity element.
Faster time to market-Line-of-business (LOB) and enterprise-Web-services libraries will become core assets for enterprises adopting the SOA framework. Building and deploying services with these Web services libraries will reduce time to market dramatically as new initiatives reuse existing services and components, thus reducing design, development, testing, and deployment time.
Reduced cost-As business demands evolve and new requirements are introduced, the cost of enhancing and creating new services is greatly reduced by adopting the SOA framework and the services library for both existing and new applications. The IT infrastructure can be further optimized by using grid services or utility computing.
Risk mitigation-Reusing existing components reduces the risk of introducing new errors, and thus potential points of failure, into the process of enhancing or creating new business services.
Continuous business process improvement-SOA allows a clear representation of process flows identified by the order of the services used in a particular business process. This provides business users with an ideal environment to monitor business operations. Process modeling is reflected in the business service. Process manipulation is achieved by reorganizing the pieces in a pattern (the components that constitute a business service). This allows users to change process flows while monitoring the resulting effects, thus facilitating continuous improvement.
Customer-centric architecture-Existing architecture models and practices tend to be application-centric. As organizations evolve from an application orientation toward a service orientation, consumers or customers of the applications benefit. A customer-centric architecture provides a user-configurable approach versus a one-size-fits-all or prepackaged workflow. This enhanced flexibility is brought about by identifying and exposing services, as opposed to locking users into hardwired application flows.
On demand SOA requirements Maximum benefit from an SOA implementation in an on demand environment occurs when the underlying enterprise computing infrastructure is virtualized and enabled for policy-based system management and when the IT policies have been derived in turn from the corresponding business policies.
The current focus in SOA is on process definition and application enablement by means of Web services or grid technologies and standards. The link between business process policy and IT policy through application enablement has yet to be defined. For instance, in the POR example described previously, the login service could be reused across many business processes. However, different processes have different policies concerning the user class of service, that is, the type of authorization required. The virtualized IT infrastructure must be capable of ensuring different types of security, based on business policy, within the specific technology used to enable the application (for example, Web services).
Any solution development for on demand SOA must focus on an integrated approach among the following: the on demand business-process transformation that is driving application enablement, the corresponding IT policy and governance, and the system management of virtualized resources based on service level agreements (SLAs).
The starting point for on demand SOA is business process transformation. At the core of business process transformation is the policy and governance regarding how different parts of the process are integrated. This business process policy is used to derive IT policies, QoS, and SLAs. All of these terms are related to the business process, but each has a different meaning, as described below:
Policy-A policy is a high-level statement of how things are managed or organized, including management goals, objectives, beliefs, and responsibilities. Policies are normally defined at an overall strategy level and can be related to a specific area, for example, security and management policies. In many instances, policies reflect the law or other mandated requirements to which the policies must adhere. This is especially true in the case of security and privacy policies.
SLA-A service level agreement is an agreement between an IT service provider and the business that includes:
-Performance and capacity (such as end-user response times, business volumes, throughput rates, system sizing, and utilization levels) -Availability (mean time between failure for all or parts of the system, disaster recovery mechanisms, mean time to recovery, etc.) -Security (for example, response to systematic attempts to break into a system) Transforming business processes to be more dynamic and responsive. Rewriting or enabling applications with Web-or grid-services interfaces. Developing corresponding process-based policy and application awareness. Such changes will also make more effective the implementation of an on demand IT infrastructure with, for example, grid (schedulers, resource brokers, and federated file systems), autonomic (workload management), and utility (provisioning) resource management.
On demand SOA-related technology Many key technologies and standards must be considered as part of an IT strategy if the goal is to become on demand through SOA. 6 Key enablers for on demand SOA include virtualization of the infrastructure and application automation of management. Enabling business processes, applications, and IT infrastructures cannot be a monolithic effort with overly rigid goals, such as turning every application in an enterprise into a Web or grid service, or completing all transformations by a specified date, or orchestrating all server, network, and storage resources with a single policy. However, applying the key technologies for on demand SOA is a critical success criterion for achieving the benefits of on demand SOA. As discussed previously, these technologies include Web services, autonomic computing, utility computing, and grid computing.
CUSTOMER SCENARIO
In order to illustrate the concepts of on demand SOA solution development, we present a scenario derived from an actual case study with a large financial service company. We call our business process scenario ''Life Change.''
Business process description and customer goals Consider a client service consisting of several processing steps that a customer must follow to modify employee benefits when a new child is added (by birth or adoption) to a customer's family. These steps includes health insurance additions, life insurance increases, and investment portfolio analysis. More specifically, the business process consists of the following fundamental subprocesses: This overall process is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 .
The current process implementation requires customers to follow a list of action items, connect to different Web sites or electronic forms, make phone calls, wait for data to be generated by various applications, and share data among the different applications. In our scenario, the client company has indicated that the current process results in a significant level of customer dissatisfaction as well as a number of customer requests that cannot be served by existing resources. This threatens competitiveness in the marketplace, and therefore the client is in danger of losing business in a highly competitive market.
The financial service company's primary goal is to find a low-cost solution to improve customer satisfaction and increase request throughput. The resulting higher efficiency from the improved process would in turn generate higher volumes of completed requests and drive additional business as more customers are served. More specifically, we can define the objectives of business process transformation for the Life Change scenario to be:
1. Use of a single identity for customers for both internal and external interactions 2. Collaboration with partners, with real-time interfaces replacing off-line batch interactions 3. Consolidation of many customer interfaces into a single, consistent customer interface 4. Dynamic allocation of system resources as types and volumes of customer requests change 5. Creation of a customer experience that allows a single combined view across all relationships, both internal and external
Process-driven meta-service composition and policy definition From the list of steps given in the previous section and the functional flows shown in Figure 1 , we can immediately see that within the coarse-grained Life Change business process there are subprocesses that will become services. Hence, we associate the overall Life Change business process with a corresponding composition of services or a meta-service.
In this section, we demonstrate that each of these services has an associated policy, in terms of QoS or availability, necessary to meet the overall business process goals. Therefore, one way to evaluate our customer scenario is through the combined process decomposition into multiple services and the policy drivers for each service. Establishing this view of the customer scenario is vital because it is a key ingredient for our design work described in the sections that follow.
As part of policy-based management, control hierarchy and services must be described. The policy hierarchy is used to decompose business-process requirements into policy statements regarding the operational and functional characteristics of the services and underlying infrastructure. This is important because formerly functional and operational requirements were captured as part of a static architecture that was manually and iteratively tuned. With the adoption of on demand SOA, it becomes necessary to capture requirements as policy statements in human-and machine-readable formats. Thus, emerging technologies such as Web Service Level Agreements (WSLAs) 7 have been created.
Regardless of the implementation, it is important to understand the steps required to decompose a process into a series of meta-services, services, and operational characteristics. Process workflows and use cases are employed as a basis for defining the composition of services. During the development of process workflows, functional and operational characteristics are captured including, for example, time and resource constraints, environmental issues, performance, capacity, security, and organizational issues. These characteristics, once documented, need to be implemented in an appropriate resource management schema. Process requirements are used in order to ensure that sufficient resources are provided to meet QoS requirements defined within SLAs. Global resource managers, in coordination with schedulers and workload managers, determine what hardware or operating environments are most suitable and available for a specific job or task. In addition, environmental requirements may dictate that a specific type of engine or configuration be provisioned or instantiated in order to reallocate resources based on a predictive analysis of workload trends or a manually triggered allocation or configuration change. These policies are defined as business, functional, and operational (nonfunctional) requirements within a typical on demand SOA.
A second set of policies defines guiding principles that are focused on management of the environment with respect to how the organization, processes, and tools are defined, developed, and built. This is required in order to sustain a well-operated environment. Separating the processing and data environments from the service-development environment introduces a series of issues that must be addressed. The separation of business, application, and IT policies also requires that various issues be correlated, rationalized, and arbitrated.
DESIGNING AN ON DEMAND SOA
There are multiple techniques that can be used to perform business transformation. Transformation implies that the re-engineering of process workflows does not end solely with a successful implementation of a system or education program. Rather, business transformation has many broader elements, including those handled by organization and change management competencies.
Previously, business strategy and analysis techniques focused on a process-centric model of a business. The process view did not always force the generalization of common tasks, nor did it aid in identification of ''specialist service centers''-the building blocks of on demand computing. The emerging IBM-developed component business modeling (CBM) technique represents a business as a set of collaborating components that consume and provide business services. These business components are combined to form a viable operating model. Because SOA has implications for both the technology and the business levels, the transformation of CBM-identified business services into an on demand SOA brings more business focus to how we discover and publish SOA services.
On demand SOA requires the key elements of organizational transformation to be in place. Otherwise, the culture of the organization can continue to be a major obstacle in adopting new processes, technologies, or management techniques. In addition, an on demand transformation is much broader than any tactical initiative and needs full management leadership and commitment from the highest levels down. Dynamic process and technology sourcing decisions will not make employees comfortable without appropriate communication and education. As a result, business transformation projects are often put at risk, with employees potentially resisting any change and in some cases even acting as saboteurs to the adoption of new processes. In addition, technological constraints, whether purposefully implemented or due to current technology limitations, can impose barriers to meeting certain performance objectives. (Performance objectives are typically metrics incorporated in business processes in order to measure key attributes such as speed, cost, and accuracy of results.)
Business process integration is a business enabler which requires that an on demand SOA be in place in order to provide the necessary workflow infrastructure. Today, application development tools have evolved to a point where process life cycles can be enabled from start to finish. Moreover, processmodeling tools can automatically generate use cases and interaction models. These models can be dynamically instantiated with components provided as part of the application framework. Applications are then assembled from a collection of services that provide specific functionality. Ideally, this functionality becomes part of an extensive library that can be published as Web services, which in turn can be reused by others simply by discovering the service by means of the appropriate service directory. The benefit of this model is that it is based on the application of frameworks, which are being improved on a daily basis to add increased breadth of packaged functionality. Admittedly, however, this somewhat utopian view of services still lies in the future on the business transformation roadmap. Indeed, the discussion clearly shows the large gap between what we have today and what is required in the future.
Highly dynamic application environments that are built upon readily instantiated services require an on demand SOA infrastructure that can support the dynamic allocation of resources needed to instantiate the service measure the service level characteristics of the service, and sustain service level agreements within tolerance by adjusting the infrastructure using available resources.
Furthermore, both integration of the underlying resources with these services and the enablement of corresponding IT management systems must be accomplished through the use of open standards. Applying open standards allows companies to maximize the benefit of various vendor component solutions and to ensure that these components will work together.
We now proceed to the steps required to design an on demand SOA solution. These steps will focus on the concepts of business process and policy as well as application and IT infrastructure enablement. More specifically, we need to understand the business process in the following contexts:
1. Current workflow definition 2. Compliance with industry standards 3. Componentization of workflows 4. Parameterization of workflows 5. Policy definitions within the workflow After we understand the business process within these contexts, we can proceed with application and IT infrastructure enablement. Indeed, one of the goals for our solution framework is that the business process and policy drive the application and IT-infrastructure implementation.
Process and policy definition
The first step in building a solution for the financial services company's Life Change scenario is to clearly articulate the goals of the business-process transformation. As discussed, these goals can be summarized as follows:
1. Increase customer satisfaction with a more uniform and seamless approach to the Life Change business process. 2. Increase the throughput of available request processing by leveraging existing resources and improving their utilization.
Overall, the combination of these two goals will result in the financial service company remaining competitive in the marketplace.
We described the Life Change process as a series of steps executed to build a complete business process, and we also alluded to the fact that this process could be thought of as a meta-service composed of a set of service components in a workflow pattern.
That workflow is shown in Figure 2 .
We now must define several overall process policies, which will in turn generate policies for each individual service. Let us assume that in order for the financial service company's implementation of the Life Change process to be competitive, the start-tofinish time for completion of a request must be less than 5 minutes. In addition, customers expect a 95 percent availability rate for the Life Change service (across all components), and are willing to pay more for increased availability or throughput. Finally, to reduce complexity the financial service company needs to present a single client-facing portal for all services within the Life Change process. We can therefore set the following process policies:
1. An end-to-end request must be completed in less than 5 minutes. 2. The supporting application and IT infrastructure should have a 95 percent availability target. 3. A Gold customer has precedence over a Silver customer, and a Silver customer has precedence over a Bronze customer. Customer classes are based upon a price/throughput algorithm. 4. All data feeds (data supplied by the customer/ data sent to the customer) must go through a single, secure application portal.
After these high-level policies are set, we must derive policies for each of the services. From an availability aspect, we can make the simplifying assumption that if one service is not available, the entire process is unavailable; hence, we can state that each service must have an availability target of greater than 95 percent. The response time QoS will require a greater understanding of the complexity of the applications and the potential infrastructure used to run each of the services. For instance, we must determine a theoretical maximum response time for each of the services. We may decide that each transactional service must be completed in 20 seconds and the computation for the analytics must be completed in 2 minutes in order to reach our overall business process QoS. Establishing customer classes on a per-service basis to mediate requests when these objectives cannot be met is a further policy requirement.
There is a single point of entry and exit for data. Consequently, there is a single governing security policy for the process, and the individual services adhere to this policy simply by presenting data (for example, data used for analytics or account listings) through the secure channel provided by the initial login/authentication service. Thus, a process policy has actually driven a new service to be defined, namely a login/authentication service. We redefine the services workflow for the process accordingly and show the results in Figure 3 . It should now be clear why process and process policy must drive services and service policy definition.
Resource mapping
Now that the business process and corresponding services have been identified, we need to identify the resources, including software, hardware and change management, that will be involved in the reengineering effort.
In the Life Change scenario, we need to specifically identify the resources associated with each of the services (both application and corresponding system infrastructure, for example, servers and databases), and map dependencies for each service. This is especially important in understanding how legacy transformation fits into application enablement. For instance, the applications corresponding to the HR payroll service may exist entirely on mainframe technology using underlying messaging middleware. We need to understand the effort required to move those applications and corresponding middleware to another hardware environment, such as a Linux** cluster. This approach calls for the maximum possible decoupling of applications from the underlying resources on which they currently operate. Figure 4 shows a possible representation of the current resource mapping, with an application definition and a hardware dependency shown for each service in the workflow. We have specifically added a login subprocess and a corresponding accounts database to comply with the single-pointof-entry policy.
Note that in the interest of brevity we have omitted a physical topological drawing of the actual IT resources and dependencies in Figure 4 . However, analysis of physical topology is also a necessary step in the resource mapping to determine what actual physical resources will be affected, especially if the resources cross departments or lines of business.
Application enablement
At this point, the services and corresponding workflow have been identified. We have also mapped application functions to services that they will deliver. Now we must decide how to best encapsulate those applications in the SOA. At one extreme, we could completely re-engineer and rewrite an application both to make it independent of the hardware from the outset by using, for example, J2EE** (Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition) and to make it easily published as a Web or grid service. However, this could be prohibitively expensive. At the other extreme, we might choose not to implement an application as a service, but instead continue to invoke the application in its current form with a service layer wrapper around the software. Clearly, this does not enable the application to run on every platform, but it may be sufficient to achieve the overall business process goals.
The application enablement environment for SOA
A fundamental concept of SOA is that a service is made available by publishing the interface specification. The application environment can then be used to create process-driven workflows that are easily reconfigurable through the dynamic integration provided by advanced business-process choreography engines coupled with standardized application interfaces. In addition, the application environment must provide a framework within which developers can easily determine when and how to abstract the data involved. Various repositories are linked together through these abstractions and corresponding data-sharing mechanisms. Applications can begin to use common interfaces in a common namespace (a set of names that is defined according to some naming convention). The discovery of the data location and its replication and caching is handled by the underlying infrastructure.
As shown in Figure 5 , business services are composed of a variety of services that enable the overall business process. In a true on demand SOA, the applications themselves may be written on top of underlying application services and integration services.
After we have determined which applications provide function for services, we then have to decide at what layer to virtualize the corresponding function or collection of functions as a service. The level at which this virtualization is performed would ideally be determined by a compromise between compositional complexity (for example, building a process workflow out of tens of services as opposed to thousands) and maximizing code reuse. However, the reality of legacy application transformation dictates this does not always hold. For instance, in some legacy applications it may be impossible, or at least prohibitively expensive, to decompose an existing application into a collection of services. However, when re-engineering is feasible, we need to take the following design steps:
1. Determine a compositional or fundamental building block model (i.e., the features that are ubiquitous for given applications and the level at which abstractions should take place) with an emphasis on dynamic and reconfigurable building blocks. In our Life Change scenario we use the information provided by the resource mapping shown in Figure 4 to draw the following conclusions about application enablement:
1. The HR payroll service involves a single legacy HR application, which we are unable to decompose into lower-level services at this time; thus, a simple WSDL wrapper connecting to a Java**-RMI (remote method invocation) interface will be used. 2. In the interest of performance, the calculation for analytics should be virtualized at the parallel job level, not at the level of independent tasks within the job. In other words, the calculation should be considered as a single service executing on a virtualized server that consists of several computational nodes. 3. The login/authentication service is entirely new and stateless and therefore will be written using J2EE and WSDL interfaces, but will be based on some of the technology from the retail brokerage Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) client. 4. Because the life and health insurance applications have Java application programming interfaces (APIs), are stateful, and exchange transactional data, we will write an OGSI wrapper around these applications to enable them as services. 5. The existing retail brokerage and 401(k) J2EE code will be enhanced with OGSI interfaces, because those data are stateful and because transactional data are shared across both services.
Enterprise infrastructure enablement
A virtualized infrastructure is a fundamental step in implementing an on demand SOA. The on demand environment requires an infrastructure that can be dynamically adjusted based on new workloads and changes in the business process. However, before we enable the IT infrastructure for on demand computing, it is important to determine if the existing IT resources are sufficient to meet our business-process goals and policies. For instance, we must know whether there are enough nodes in the cluster that handles HPC analytics to deliver a response time of 2 minutes for an investment strategy calculation. After we have determined that
Figure 5
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sufficient capacity exists in our infrastructure (and making the assumption that we will be operating in a virtualized environment with improved utilization), we can then begin to virtualize the physical resources.
A virtualized systems environment
The on demand systems environment provides an infrastructure of connectivity to resources on an asneeded basis. The infrastructure also provides more commonly reusable and dynamically instantiated containers that allow for ease of portability and common interprocess communication. The OGSA specifications enable these requirements to become reality by evolving Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) standards for Web services discovery services. The core systems environment provides operating-system (OS) and hardware-level integration that enables the dynamic reconfiguration and partitioning of resources. Partitioning and reconfiguration are performed by a number of controllers, which can be built conforming to the OGSA standard. Virtual machines interlocked with OGSA-enabled provisioning systems completely abstract processors and storage from OS images. As this occurs, resource allocations are determined by service level objectives and subsequently correlated to metering data provided by complex and autonomic monitoring subsystems. These layers of virtualization and corresponding system management support are shown in Figure 5 . OGSA provides the bridging between the systems and application environment, allowing for the virtualization of both systems resources and application meta-OS services.
Finally, security and support services need to be interlocked in order to maintain service integrity and provide access based on service subscription agreements. Lines of business must pay for what they use, and correspondingly, the infrastructure must be compensated to maintain quality.
IT management process and policy definition
Managing an on demand SOA begins with translating business process policies into enforceable IT policies to manage the various services in a virtualized environment. A strategy must be put in place defining the enablement of the various applications of the process in question as services. After services are defined, policies must be identified and defined because policies determine how an on demand business process should be orchestrated.
Policies concerning privacy, security, authentication, resource-sharing priorities, accounting, and chargeback can be formalized through policy workshops and then applied using IT management models. We describe these concepts here.
Policy workshops. Policy definition is often conducted by using a well-documented technique known as a policy definition workshop. This workshop has its roots in what are also referred to as ''guiding principles'' workshops. The definition of policies in such a workshop is typically facilitated by the use of a predefined straw-man policy starter set. Policy workshops can be used to define the guiding principles within an organization that determine how the organization, processes, and tools are defined, developed, and built in order to sustain an on demand SOA. Key issues that are typically used as a starter set include the following: Template-based process and service re-engineering.
IT process re-engineering is often based on the IBM IT Process Model (ITPM), but may also use the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL**). 9 These comprehensive models provide frameworks of activities grouped by relevant scope of processes. The various process outlines include such information as where processes begin and end, activities, inputs and outputs, measurements, dependencies on other processes and data, and what is included and excluded in the scope of each process. This methodology provides a template-based approach to designing processes based on prebuilt workflows. We assume that many of these workflows, such as problem management, can be nearly 80 percent complete and applicable in most customers' scenarios.
Adoption of new technologies will change service definitions in an on demand SOA. For example, the autonomic architecture defines a series of service flows that essentially couple various process activities in order to provide some end result to a customer of IT. Thus, change deployment can be coupled with other process activities to create a service, for example, when it becomes part of a provisioning service. Provisioning, when defined as a service, can and will include elements of configuration management and change management, among other process activities. The adoption of service definitions will become more critical as on demand SOAs drive the need for more orchestrated cost and resource management. Users will truly become subscribers to an on demand SOA, requiring well-defined and measured services that deliver a suite of capabilities. The intent is to decouple users and applications from an abstracted SOA framework and provide resources dynamically to address the QoS and SLA requirements of the business.
Virtualized infrastructure design
The guiding principles for a virtualized infrastructure are founded on policy-based resource sharing. Of course, the level at which resources are shared, from a logical partition (LPAR) to a cluster, depends on both the applications that use the shared resources and the organizational governance from which the policies are derived. For instance, in our customer scenario both mission-critical e-business applications and applications that use HPC analytics can run on Linux clusters. However, the level at which one department can charge for use of those resources (for example, on a cluster basis as opposed to a per-node basis) will help determine whether the resource should be virtualized at the cluster or node level. In fact, the underlying system and workload management of that cluster may only be capable of a specific level of resource-sharing granularity. Before a virtualized infrastructure design is begun, these types of constraints must be documented. Even more fundamentally, before undertaking the effort to consolidate resources for a virtualized infrastructure, some capacity planning and analysis is required. This planning will determine if enough resources exist to meet projected demand based on policies. This can be accom-plished through continual online modeling and analysis of different systems.
Scheduling meta-services. As stated earlier, in an SOA design a business process can be described as a composition of several services, referred to as a meta-service. A request from an end user to execute a meta-service must have some initial policy-based scheduling, most likely based on user class of service and security-based policies. For instance, some customers in our scenario could be paying higher prices to ensure better Life Change process throughput; these Gold class customers would be preferentially scheduled over Bronze class customers. The meta-services scheduler needs to decompose the meta-service description of several participating services and identify a workflow or a calendar plan of how these services should be executed. This would include synchronous versus asynchronous service-scheduling constraints. After the plan is in place, the scheduler routes the service to the appropriate workload domain for scheduling and instantiation on the local resources. A workload domain consists of a request scheduler or router and a collection of resources. In certain cases multiple workload types can be scheduled within the same workload domain. For instance, in our Life Change scenario the WebSphere* services 10 would be routed to a WebSphere Web services scheduler, and the HPC application would be routed to the appropriate HPC scheduler. Data and states that must be shared by the various services within the workflow can be maintained within the metaservices scheduler. (Some SOA standards such as OGSI allow for state notification and data sharing, so this function would not necessarily always reside within a meta-services scheduler.) We also note that the meta-services scheduler could act as a single point of entry for all resource requests (servicesbased or otherwise) on the system, and this scheduler would then be responsible for routing a request to the appropriate workload domain for local resource scheduling. It is important to recognize that when working with distributed data, the SOA paradigm does not make data storage visible directly, but instead uses the concept of a metaservice to mask the physical data representation.
Policy-based resource sharing. Policies for resource sharing can be as simple as those based on time of day, or they can be as complex as those guaranteeing a certain level of performance or ability for a given service. In order to meet increases in demand for a given service, resources from other services must typically be reallocated. The corresponding optimization problem for autonomic resource management across multiple workload domains is quite daunting. As a first step, however, we can rely on the human decision-making process to decide when to move resources based on QoS guarantees and QoS violation events. Each of the actual deallocation and allocation processes can be automated by supplying tools and workflows for reconfiguring the available resources. We may refer to this as an enterprise, global, or multiworkload domain view of resource sharing. However, in order to develop a comprehensive workload management system, we need to further address additional levels of granularity within domains and resources.
In addition to the enterprise scenario just described, we must also consider policy-based resource sharing within a single workload domain, for example, a WebSphere cluster, a LoadLeveler* cluster, or a Cisco cluster. We are concerned with how requests from different users for a certain service should be handled based on incoming order, customer type, and current QoS statistics. If services of different types are managed within a single workload domain, that is, within a single WebSphere cluster, we must also consider how resources should be allocated for services of different types. For workloads of different types, the actual scheduling or load-balancing algorithms could differ greatly. For example, in HPC parallel jobs the scheduling requirements include resource matching, advanced reservation, and backfill scheduling for batch jobs. Interactive e-business or HTTP request load balancers may not be concerned with advanced reservation or backfill. In a resource-sharing system, both schedulers will need some user-based policies such as QoS and security. These policies must be built into each workload management system that they impact within the domain. We may refer to this type of resource sharing as policy-based scheduling or load balancing within a workload domain.
Finally, resources within a single machine can be allocated and managed according to a given set of policies. Operating-system-level controls, LPAR configuration, job swapping, and paging can be used to manage workload priorities according to a set of policies within a server. Memory and CPU resources can be moved across LPARs using hypervisor controls, and jobs within a single LPAR can be halted while jobs of higher priority are swapped in to obtain the required system resources. Of course, the priorities of jobs and applications are set by the service policies. We note here that in all these cases the mapping of service policies to the actual tuning knobs on a system, whether that system be a single server or a collection of clusters on a network, may not always be straightforward and may require some additional tooling to implement.
We now need to relate this infrastructure to our customer scenario. Recalling the flows shown in Figure 4 , we see that the 401(k)-plan, health-and life-insurance, retail-brokerage, and HPC-analytics services can all run on Linux clusters. We can realistically divide these services between two workload domains: an interactive, HPC parallel service workload and a Web services e-business multitiered transactional workload. Our meta-services scheduler for the cluster is quite simply a scheduler that knows how to route the different requests to different domain schedulers. The metaservices scheduler is also a multidomain resource manager that builds an initial set of nodes and dynamically manages the resources allocated between the two workloads to satisfy the policy constraints, most probably based on QoS or performance, for the different services. The dynamic, autonomic management of these resources between two workloads is a very difficult task and a topic of intense research today. We note that the metaservices scheduler would also be responsible for routing requests to the mainframe for the Form W-4-based service.
SLA-based monitoring and metering. In the preceding section, we reviewed requirements for policybased resource sharing. This type of resource allocation is impossible without the appropriate monitoring and event infrastructure in place. SLAbased monitoring must be based upon service level guarantees and QoS violations. Furthermore, SLAbased monitoring is a requirement for accurate accounting, billing, and chargeback, especially when we view pricing as a type of policy for the system. In addition to monitoring the metrics specified in a given SLA, various components of virtualized resources must also be monitored, so that predictive models or analysis can provide information that can be used to better manage future allocations of resources. This type of analysis and & Ideally, resources should be dynamically allocated not just according to demand but also in advance of the peaks and valleys of service requests & allocation enables the system to anticipate SLAbased violations before they occur and take prescribed preventative measures.
Another important aspect of this type of monitoring relates to transactional monitoring and dependency analysis. Consider that several of our services are transactional in nature and that the underpinnings of these services involve a traditional two-tiered architecture with an application server and a database server. This is the case with the benefits and retail-brokerage services in our scenario. In order to determine how to best allocate resources for these services after the QoS-based policies have been violated, we will need to know if more application servers or more database servers are required to meet our QoS goals. Bottleneck identification is a key for appropriate resource management in an on demand SOA for transactional applications. Often, the topology of a service request is not known, and dependency analysis is required to determine how many tiers are involved in processing a request. Therefore, dynamic instrumentation of services to identify bottlenecks must be available.
Accounting and billing. In any virtualized on demand SOA infrastructure, accurate accounting and billing is required. For the scenario in this paper, Linux cluster resources are shared among the analytics department, the retail brokerage group, and the benefits businesses. Beyond the metaservice request for which we must provide accurate metering information for proper billing of customers, these shared resources may also be used independent of the meta-service request. For example, the analytics department may want to use the combined Linux resources, when available, to run larger and more complex value-at-risk simulations for portfolio analysis. They would be using the resources of another department and organization to do this. We need to account for the fact that these resources are not being used to support the Life Change business process (or any other business process running in the on demand SOA environment) and identify which department is using them and for how long. Billing or chargeback for shared resources is feasible using this type of information.
Federated data. Thus far, we have concerned ourselves with the sharing of computing or server resources. However, most on demand SOA scenarios, including our scenario, have data-sharing requirements as well. To understand this, we need only think about how portfolio management is done.
In our calculations, we must consider investments in multiple funds, including 401(k), 529, and actual stock portfolios. Most often, these data sets exist on different departmental databases. When an advice engine is required, a person must then access disparate servers, collect the data by running a series of complex queries, and use the aggregate data to generate some investment advice. If the data were easily accessible programmatically by each of the services, the need for human intervention in this process would be removed. The architecture by which data is easily accessible in this fashion is called data federation, and, in this case, databases are federated. File-system federation most often occurs for numerically intensive computing jobs where data I/O has extensive performance requirements. In this case data, which often includes intermediate results of a calculation, are stored in files that must be accessible to all nodes in a distributed system, including access across clusters. For our scenario, the data in these files may also include state information or checkpoints used to save the state for each of the portfolio calculations within the job.
Network provisioning. Network allocation is also a key consideration for distributed-system and sharedresource management. Because some customers might have higher priority than others, we need to implement policy-based bandwidth allocation on the network, both into the main site (portal) and among and within the different workload domains as requests move from one service to another in the workflow. When nodes are allocated and deallocated, network provisioning is also very important to ensure secure access and appropriate network topologies for many multitiered transactional services. Network provisioning is important as internal utilities begin providing hosting services for external utilities. Virtual local area networks (VLAN) are one example of network resources that are configured through switches to provide data and server security.
Capacity planning. Capacity planning is critical to any distributed system design. In many respects, capacity planning in the on demand SOA architecture is similar to classic IT performance analysis work. There are, however, new business-process and IT-policy implications for capacity planning for an on demand SOA.
Business processes, applications, and the underlying IT infrastructure of our solution are on demand by design. This means that, ideally, resources should be dynamically allocated not just according to demand, but also in advance of the peaks and valleys of service requests. For instance, we would like to allocate servers at different times of the day to handle the Life Change scenario transactional services when the request rate is highest, but perhaps reallocate some Linux servers for different types of HPC analytics that could run overnight to help provide more information for accurate portfolio balancing the following day. How far in advance and with what accuracy these peaks and valleys need to be predicted are determined by IT QoS policy. Fundamentally, these changes in the prediction horizon interval correspond to a real-time analysis requirement for on demand computing. This means that we may need to run closed-loop, feedback-control predictions every 5 minutes; these predictions may not need to be extremely accurate, but they must be accurate enough to prevent overprovisioning or thrashing (unnecessary provisioning and deprovisioning of resources at excessive rates). We may still choose to run highly accurate, off-line, traditional capacity-planning algorithms at the end of every day, once a week, or once a month to aid in on-line prediction accuracy or simply to assess the efficiency of our current system architecture. We want our capacity-planning element in the on demand SOA to be capable of both on-line and off-line analysis and prediction.
Capacity planning in the SOA environment also requires that we be able to provide performance analysis and prediction for services, not just for single applications or transactions. This philosoph-ical shift requires that a services dependency or topology diagram be made available, either through dynamic generation via traces or through static user description. These are, of course, two extremes of a spectrum of possibilities, and we envision that there will be ways to generate dependency diagrams that are a combination of user-defined topology and dynamic discovery of resources within a service. The services dependency diagram will correspond to an IT topology diagram, mapping services to resources. For instance, the health insurance subscription service corresponds to a two-tiered architecture with both application and database servers. Capacity planning for that service involves planning for both types of server capacity. After the IT topology for a service is known and the desired values for analysis are entered, the requisite measurements, including type and frequency, must be determined.
Finally, when on demand SOA solutions include a grid implementation, the problem often referred to as ''moving resources'' exists. By this we mean that resources (computing, network, and storage) in a grid can join and leave a grid in a nondeterministic fashion. Therefore, we do not always know when capacity is growing or shrinking in our distributed system. We note that although this may seem like an intractable problem, most intra-grids are built with fairly strict IT policy about when and how nodes can join or leave a grid within the on demand SOA. This is true because business process, policy, and governance drive the on demand SOA. Thus, the risk of not knowing when resources are available for a grid is mitigated by the underlying policies.
A summary of the on demand SOA solution architecture is shown in Figure 6 . Black indicates service requests generated by the user. Orange indicates data flow (synchronous or asynchronous) from a service to the user, redirected through the FSS.com site. Blue indicates monitored, SLA-based data collected at the different schedulers or load balancers and sent back to the resource manager; the resource manager also provides this and perhaps other data to the capacity-planning tool. The capacity-planning component provides SLA-based events or threshold analysis to the resource manager, so that the manager can either reconfigure existing allocations to keep up with demand before peaks or valleys occur or configure the metascheduler to offload a request, if appropriate, to an available third-party hosting service shown in purple.
IMPLEMENTING AN ON DEMAND SOA SOLUTION
The final steps in our hypothetical on demand SOA customer engagement would be first to implement our solution as thoroughly as possible with current products and then to indicate where these products are lacking and provide a reasonable technical roadmap for achieving a more complete solution. As indicated previously, to see real benefit from this approach we cannot afford either a solution requiring complete elimination of existing resources or a solution in which all of the applications and all of the IT infrastructure must be transformed at once. Furthermore, because we are developing solutions for an evolving technology, we are necessarily limited to what is already existing and mature within distributed-computing and Web-services product bases. Because the on demand SOA philosophy is based on open standards, implementations and future projections will rely on open standards roadmaps. Finally, we note that in this section we are proposing a set of technologies that are derived from autonomic, grid, and utilitycomputing technologies. There may also be other viable technologies and solutions. However, our purpose here is primarily to demonstrate by specific examples how one could implement an on demand SOA for our given customer scenario.
As has been the theme in this paper, we describe the technologies in our implementation in reference to business process, application, and infrastructure enablement. We also identify specific autonomic, utility, and grid-computing technologies where appropriate.
Business process enablement
Developing an overall on demand corporate business strategy will remain the work of experienced business consultants who have an in-depth knowledge of the emerging enabling technologies and open standards. Once an overall on demand business strategy has been developed, specific business processes that have been identified for on demand SOA enablement should be addressed within the context of a certain core group of technologies.
One specific technology for business process enablement is the language used to describe a business process or meta-service. Today, Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS 11 or BPEL for short) is an obvious choice, because it is standards-based and because such BPEL4WS-supporting technologies as composition tools and service decomposition engines already exist. In our scenario, BPEL4WS could quite easily be used to describe our meta-service as a collection of services, and our metascheduler would then just need a BPEL4WS engine to decompose and parse the metaservice definition.
Business processes are enabled at the IT level by using policy-based resource management. In this regard, it is important that the different IT policy descriptions, including enterprise workload management (eWLM 12 ) and WSLA, be understood at a sufficient level that the business process policy does not require levels of IT policy and capability that do not exist or cannot be achieved. 1. For the services that change portfolio or investment profiles (retail brokerage, 529 account creation, 401(k) plan management), we will write the services by using OGSI and taking advantage of its notification mechanisms.
Application enablement
2. For the HR application, for benefits (life and health insurance) and for numerically intensive computing, we will use WSDL.
WebSphere provides a framework for developing and building WSDL-based services called WebSphere Application Developer (WSAD). There is no such equivalent in Globus Toolkit 3** for building OGSI-based services.
After a service has been built by using OGSI or WSDL, a container is required on each node on which the service will be instantiated. For Web services, this is typically WebSphere Application Server, BEA WebLogic**, 13 or Tomcat. 14 OGSI containers will be available on all IBM eServer* platforms. In the meantime, particularly for non-IBM platforms, one can use any SOAP container, for example, Tomcat. Again, the choice of which container to use is a fairly subtle decision based upon available middleware budget, support, and other considerations. For our scenario, we use WebSphere Application Server to develop WSDL applications, minimally implement Tomcat on every node in the system for containers, and have WebSphere Application Server installed on the mainframe.
IT infrastructure enablement
We now review the functional blocks from Figure 6 and describe the corresponding list of candidate technologies from autonomic, utility, and grid computing that could be implemented to meet the design requirements of our scenario.
Scheduling
First, we assume that BPEL will be the language used to describe the meta-service. Therefore, we will need a technology based on a BPEL4WS engine. Second, we will need a scheduler that has fairly rich APIs to accommodate the domain-specific workload balancers and schedulers for a specific type of service. Third, the meta-service scheduler should work across administrative domains as well. DataSynapse programming paradigm. Platform Symphony actually has all of the function needed to schedule parallel services such as the HPC analytics.
There is also another possible solution to the HPC scheduling and parallel service problem. IBM has an existing parallel application programming environment called Parallel Operating Environment (POE).
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POE represents a distributed parallel job with one context in a UNIX** or Linux operating environment. Today, POE is a runtime library that contacts a resource manager, in this case LL, to acquire a certain number of nodes with specified requirements to execute a parallel job on a system. POE provides wrappers around the main execution of the code on each node to start up and terminate jobs. In order for an HPC application to be treated as a service, POE would now need a Java wrapper to publish some type of WSDL for the service. Furthermore, if POE did not terminate the job after the main method of the code was finished, there would also be a mechanism to stream new data into the application code without restarting the job.
Given this background, we could now start up the parallel service using this modified POE and the LL resource manager. After that has been done, we need only a single service scheduler for the Linux clusters because the POE parallel service appears to the service scheduler as just another service on a virtualized server (a collection of Linux nodes used to execute a parallel job). The task-level parallelism within the job can be handled within the application using standard master-slave parallel-programmingparadigm implementations.
Policy-based resource sharing
In our scenario, we are most concerned with how the resources on the Linux clusters will be shared for the health-and life-insurance, retail-brokerage, and HPC-analytics services. If we know that one service is more important than the others with respect to ensuring that the Life Change process executes with reasonable QoS, then we can give that service preferential access to resources. We would need to implement this type of preferential policy first within a server and then across the distributed system. 
SLA-based monitoring and metering
Before we decide what SLA-based monitoring we will employ on our system, we have to decide what products are using SLA-based monitors for resource sharing and for accounting and billing. As we stated previously, the resource-sharing infrastructure components actually use a myriad of policy languages, and all provide relevant monitoring information for accounting and billing. One approach here would be to provide a central SLA-based monitoring manager that could actually connect to all of the data being generated by the resource manager agents. This manager would then also be responsible for sending events to a variety of subscribers, extending from the resource managers, schedulers, and provisioners to the accounting and billing functions. Currently, there is a system under development at IBM Research, designated the WSLA manager, 26 which provides just such an abstraction.
This system is configurable to connect to any data source for monitored data, provided that interfaces to the data source are built and that they send data to any listener subscribing to SLA-based events. Work with the customer would involve writing the correct interfaces for data and events for customerspecific systems.
Accounting and billing
Accounting and billing are highly dependent on functions such as monitoring, which are required to manage a utility. Fundamentally, data for accounting is based on usage metrics captured from monitoring subsystems. Monitoring systems tied to SLA management components determine if a target level of service is being breached; however, the same data can be tied into a usage accounting system to correlate applications with the systems on which they are running and with the duration of the run.
Accounting functionality will continue to evolve over time as probes become less intrusive and as measurement overhead is reduced. This will enable greater granularity in the data points that can be captured relative to application cycle counts over a period of time. Currently when an application begins to execute on a given server, a trigger indicates that work has started on that server and begins the billing period for a particular user of a particular resource. This information can also be obtained through historical analysis of such data as system usage logs. Software exists today that can be configured to address such accounting requirements, including SAS** IT Resource Management, 27 Evident Enterprise, 28 and Tivoli Decision Support for OS/390*. 29 Billing and chargeback are based on the information found in accounting systems, including both usage data and the cost models and mechanisms by which the cost is allocated. Billing systems have existed for many years and will not require major overhauls. However, these systems will need to undergo a transformation in terms of how they are used in chargeback schemas within IT providers to ensure that costs are properly allocated to the correct subscribers based on the usage data from accounting systems.
Measurement data is usually available from several existing sources. For instance in the OS/390 environment, tools already in place will likely be System Management Facility (SMF), online transaction monitors, and database logging. For the UNIX and LAN/WAN (local area network/wide area network) environments, tools that may already be in place that provide measurement data are Computer Associates (CA) Unicenter** NeuMICs**, 30 HewlettPackard OpenView**, 31 or BMC PATROL**. 32 Implementation considerations include requirements for these tools to interface with or feed data to the IT accounting software. We are concerned with two types of data federation in our scenario. First, the HPC analytics application could require shared data via a file system. In this case we are concerned with cluster file systems. In the Linux cluster market, IBM's General Parallel File System (GPFS) 37 is ''state of the art'' and the most affordable option available. GPFS is also being extended to work over wide area networks so that multicluster support is available. We note that several customers who are considering using HPC applications within SOA also wish to save the state between job execution cycles, for example, saving intermediate computational results in a type of distributed cache. Currently work is underway to investigate GPFS as the basis of a distributed cache. 38 However, at the time of writing no solution exists in the marketplace for the distributed-cachein-a-cluster problem that performs well enough and is general enough to be part of an HPC solution.
The second type of data federation deals with database-type storage, allowing data to be shared across tables and even physical volumes. In this arena, much of the technology is still under development, but IBM does have a significant existing product in DB2* Information Integrator. 39 
Network provisioning
Policy-based resource sharing ties together a series of management components in order to reallocate cluster or server resources and application components or workload. Network provisioning couples policy-based resource sharing with an underlying dynamic connectivity environment to perform both topology reconfiguration and policy reconfiguration.
Intelligent networks today allow for the dynamic construction and deconstruction of private VLANs to IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 44, NO 1, 2005 create logical segments. In addition, virtual private networks (VPNs) encompassing wide areas can now be used to secure bridges between private segments and allow collaboration within a public network. These services can be set up as required by network administrators to control traffic flow through private and public networks, and in our scenario could be used to build virtual Linux clusters for different services. This is more time-and cost-effective than creating clusters on truly distinct LANs. However, these services alone do not provide the dynamic provisioning required to ensure that the QoS requirements for application connectivity are met.
Congestion management is a more recent form of network provisioning. Many firms have begun performing QoS management by using tools from companies like Converged Access 40 or Packeteer 41 to manage congestion. These tools typically address the scenario wherein a firm knows it has more traffic than it can send over the current network and must therefore control which users or applications are given priority and which are denied service based on management policy. Networks tend to discard excess traffic (traffic above a certain threshold). QoS management systems enable the network to make decisions based on QoS reporting of how effectively policies are being attained. Typically these systems provide a probe in-line between the WAN and border routers to manage congestion. Products such as those from Converged Access or Packeteer provide devices or probes that measure QoS to rearrange traffic. These products manage defined traffic flows and also tell the administrator about unknown traffic flows in addition to those that are configured. This process relies on well-specified input in terms of policy and traffic flow analysis.
Over time it is expected that QoS and advanced reservation protocols will become more commonplace and will be embedded within vendor hardware and operating systems in order to ensure that applications can be provided connectivity at a certain guaranteed level of service. In the meantime, point solutions exist that can be coupled together to begin orchestrating allocation of bandwidth to applications.
Capacity planning
As stated previously, capacity planning for on demand SOA should be based on services. This means that we will need dependency analysis and corresponding IT-based topology maps for each service. In our scenario, we will need to understand the request path or server topology for each of the services. For instance, we will need to know which servers are required for an ''add dependent medical coverage'' service and how these servers are connected (e.g., application server and database server). The eWLM policy description provides the required dependency map. However, in order for requests within a service to be traced with eWLM, the application or associated middleware should be instrumented with application response measurement (ARM) calls. For some applications, this is not possible. New technology for dynamic dependency analysis that does not require such instrumentation is under development. 42 Even this newer technology has some limitations, however, because it requires that applications be written in Java. For non-Java applications, building dependency and topology maps can be much more difficult, and experience in analyzing existing application logging becomes crucial.
After the topology and dependencies are known for one of the services, we would specify a certain QoS, in terms of either throughput or response time, and generate an appropriate system configuration to support that QoS. Combining these capacity requirements is an optimization problem. In particular, analyzing possible workload scenarios is crucial to addressing both the advanced reservation problem for any policy-based resource manager and the dynamic provisioning of resources. In our scenario, we would use such tooling to configure the system one way for a time of day when we expect a heavy customer load, perhaps allocating more Linux servers to the advice engine application. Then we could reconfigure the system to give more capacity to the other Linux applications during off-peak hours. Sophisticated capacity planning and optimization models are clearly required for these scenarios. An example of such technology for advanced tooling that combines request topology, use prediction, performance analysis, and resource optimization can be found in Reference 43.
CONCLUSIONS
The overriding value of an on demand SOA is the ability to build once and use often. Moreover, it is an opportunity to bring the concept of encapsulation from the object world, where the reuse impact is small, to the enterprise world, where the impact will be far greater. In on demand SOA, integration is also explicitly defined and better understood at the application and enterprise level than can be the case in current environments. Overall, we can expect that on demand SOA will lower development, operations, and maintenance costs. Finally, linking requestors and providers by contract agreements will provide a looser coupling in which each can vary the specific details of his or her own work independently.
In this paper we have used a specific customer scenario to demonstrate how an on demand SOA allows us both to define a business process explicitly and to separate it from the definition of its individual component steps. One important result is that multiple processes can now share the same implementation of common individual steps. In particular, this allows processes and implementations to vary independently. We also showed how to enable the processes and the implementations for this scenario, both in the application and system areas, by using existing technologies and standards.
On demand SOA is about the fusion of business and IT. It is also about the integration of multiple technologies, which when taken in isolation provide some value, but which when used holistically provide far more significant payback to the enterprise. Thus, on demand SOA enables on demand business to reach a higher level of IT effectiveness.
Ultimately, this paper is about making on demand business a reality. SOA, itself, is the glue that binds business processes, applications, and IT infrastructure integration into a comprehensive architecture. On demand SOA takes this concept a step further with the fusion of business process transformation, service-oriented enabling technologies, and policybased management.
